
  

  

Dear Newsletter Members,   
  
Happy New Year to you all! I truly hope you all had a fantastic Christmas and a well-earned rest 

from work. Now we must start gearing ourselves up for a very fruitful 2024. I have so many new 

offers coming your way this year which I can’t wait to tell you about. As always, I will give you 

plenty of warning via email when to expect them, but large hint very soon. So, here’s to a busy 

 

I really appreciate all your support over the past years, and really do value your loyalty. 2024 will 
be a very exciting year for us.  
  
In 2024 I will be releasing my brand new system that has been 2 years in the making that virtually 
does everything for you after you have pressed a button.  Plus I will be launching another gaming 
system that will very much compliment every other system that I have launched, as this system is 
very unique and specifically focuses on staking on any of the systems, which is like having a 
banking system that manages all your bets. 
 

The month of December for monthly football selection recovery service gave 

us great return on stake of 270%  
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MONTHLY SELECTION RECOVERY SERVICE 
 

 

Launched back in March 2020 and now includes the NO RECOVERY (COAC) approach. The 

details can be found on the membership website including webinars for handy guidance.   
  

If you have any questions, please email us on tradingbriefing@gmail.com  
  

  

Monthly Selection Recovery Service December 2023 delivered 270% Return on 

Stake 

 

Here are our results for December 2023:  

 33 Trades/Selections  
  

 24 Winners  
  

9 Break Even Recoveries   

  

270% Return on Stake  
  

  

The link below takes you to the webpage…   
 

https://easyfootballtrading.com/new-easy-football-trading/  
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COAC SERVICE 
 

THIS OFFER FOR NEWSLETTER READERS ENDS SOON...    
  

THIS IS THE BEST, SIMPLE TO FOLLOW SYSTEM THAT YOU WON’T 

REGRET JOINING  
 

NO RECOVERY FOOTBALL SELECTION SERVICE 

Start 2024 with our No.1 System that has turned a £1000 

bank into £3310 since the start of the 23/24 European 

Football Season 
  

 Here are the results below nothing hidden showing winners, losers 

and a magnificent 200% plus bank growth    
  

 

 

https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=JhN3C&m=hIQrYGLnSlhWZ4c&b=OdO4PvF6QqEGOycuur6vqw


 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

We now enter the golden period as the 2nd half of the season begins. The form is 

known and the big money players enter the arena.  You owe it to yourself to get 

onboard and try this until the end of the current season.  You will be trading 4-6 

times a week maximum and the returns on your time invested are phenomenal. 
  

What will your bank be worth by the end of May 2024? 
  

We are averaging around 30% returns this season per month, which means the 

following for these bank sizes....   
  

£500 would be worth £2,224 by the end of May 24 
  

£1000 would be worth £4,448 by the end of May 24 
  

£5000 would be worth £22,242 by the end of May 24 
  

This assumes 30% bank growth compounding after every trade  
  

Whichever way you cut this system you come out smelling of roses all you have 

to do is follow simple instructions and you will make money and that’s what we 

all want.  
  

No other sports betting product on the market today can give you these sorts of 

returns and all you do is follow some very simple instructions. 
  

You can continue to jump from one opportunity to another and expect it to make 

you rich overnight or you can get onboard with me for the long haul and in a 

relatively short space of time you could be financially secure or at worse have a 

lot of extra cash. 
  

If you want to trade the same selections as our pro trader stats man and achieve 

like for like returns on your investment, get on board today. This is our most 

successful trading product bar none but still some of you are sitting on the 

fence? 
  

Can you spare the time mainly at weekends to jet propel your trading bank to 

new heights and get yourself into the league where the big boys play.  
  

The Decision is up to you.... 
  

We have upgraded all memberships to include our new COAC Insurance trade which allows 

you to place a trade at the start of a game then a quick check back at half time is all that's 

needed and these are sent out well in advance of kick off.  
  



  

Our results from last season saw us start on 24.81 points in profit and by the end of the European 

season we had 58.06 points showing an increase of 33.25 points at 5% a point that is a whopping 

166.25% .  

We have already surpassed that and we are only at the halfway stage  
  

 
This is the easiest service to use, as you get the alert place the selection and collect your winnings 
what could be simpler. 
  

Any questions email tradingbriefing@gmail.com 

 
This very simple football betting service know as Cash Out & Collect (COAC) has consistently 
delivered for over 5 years now making members extra money TAX-FREE the easiest way possible. 
This is an opportunity for you to follow my proven betting system that we use to make regular 
monthly profits, as you simply place the bets we provide and let our edge play out into profits.  
Our set and forget "No Recovery" system has gone from strength to strength. 
 
  

This system has made money consistently over the last 5 
years.... PLUS, YOU GET A DISCOUNT 

 

  
  

No betting skills needed or membership website to 
log into – just follow the betting selections provided 

  

You don’t require any expertise whatsoever….as you just follow bet instructions when provided. 
  

There’s no need to understand ‘form’ or work out mathematical probabilities or statistics, as 
selections provided will have been researched already including the input from my stats man. 
  

What you will need is good internet access plus use either a phone or computer or laptop. 
  

Remember No Recovery Needed Just Place Simple 
Bets Provided  

  
Individual Football COAC  
No Recovery Service Offer 
-20% 1st Month = £47.20 

  
Monthly £59 recurring subscription until cancelled 

CLICK HERE FOOTIE COAC OFFER  
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 I Have Made Over £150,000 Last Year! 
This Is Only Available from Me  

I Can Only Take A Few More People 
Live Trading Regular Profits 

  
I have lots of testimonials, but I think you know what they are all 

going to say, but if you want to see some of course just email me. 
 

This is a real opportunity to trade live with somebody who makes a 
living doing this, but at a VERY LOW PRICE 

  

That's not all though! 
You also get all this included as well... 

Live Trading with Tony Zoom & Telegram 
Plus Gladiator & Gladiator3 Upgrades 

Gladiator Selections & Support included. 

 

Dear All, 
  

I believe you can like me if you have the patience and discipline make a significant TAX-FREE 
income from football trading. 
  

It’s an opportunity for you to follow me using my proven systems that I use myself, and which I 
have coached to other people in fact literally hundreds and hundreds of people as well as others in 
my private inner circle. 
  

You will have the opportunity to learn from somebody who makes money from trading football and 
has done for years. 
  

    
    

     
    



This year some of my Football Trading Academy (FTA) members have made around £1,000 
to £2,000 per month with some in excessive of £3,000 per month Live Trading alongside 
me. 
  

Let me share with you what this football trading academy service includes so that it can help you in 
deciding if this is for you. 
  

This service includes: 

 Trading Live with Tony 20 to 40+ games per month 
 The Gladiator system access plus selections as long as you are a member of this 

service 
 Plus Gladiator3 upgrades included 

 When trading Live with Tony most of this will be via Telegram using written and verbal 
instructions/information  

 Although at least once or twice weekly you will have Live Visual Trading with Tony this 
will involve logging into a Zoom webinar where you will see the live trading that you can 
then follow and copy, which will as well be recorded 

 If you have used some of Tony’s football systems before then you will be familiar with some 
of the methods he will be trading, although you may notice some different approaches to 
recovery and new methods you may not have seen before 

 Daily updates will tell you what trade or trades we will be trading that day, as well as a 
summary with some instructions for you to action or be aware of before the trade 

 Questions about anything relating to the “Football Trading Academy” 
email footballtradingacademy5@gmail.com 

 Most trading is completed in the late afternoon/early evening or at the weekends from 12pm 
onwards     

Click Here for Example Video Live Trading with Telegram   

    

Click Here for Example Video Live Trading Using Zoom  

    

   

No betting skills needed or membership website 

to log into – just follow my own personal trades  
   

You don’t require any expertise whatsoever….as you just follow instructions when provided 
or when watching live seeing what is happening as it is completed.  

There’s no need to understand ‘form’ or work out mathematical probabilities or statistics, as 
selections provided will have been researched already including the input from my stats man. 
What you will need is good internet access plus a computer or laptop.  
   

As you’d expect, if I’m coaching people, supporting them via email and sharing all my trading 

secrets, then I can’t take unlimited numbers of people.So, I’d urge you to snap this up today 

and guarantee yourself a place.    
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The most important question you now have is 

what is this going to cost?  

   

I have given this quite some thought, as times are harder now for most and I want to be able 
to offer this to everyone no matter their trading ability….so I hope you will like the 2 options 

below:    
 

 

OPTION 1  
Everything included for a monthly subscription that you 

can cancel anytime you would like  

£129 per month  

Monthly recurring subscription until cancelled 

  

CLICK HERE TO PAY FOR OPTION 1  

   
     

OPTION 2  
This option is suited to the longer-term trader, so provides 

a discount for the 6-month commitment  

Everything included for an upfront fee followed by a lower 
monthly recurring subscription  

   

£299 Upfront payment month 1  

Followed by 5 lower monthly recurring subscription 

payments of £59 monthly (saving £180)    

CLICK HERE TO PAY FOR OPTION 2   
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TONY LANGLEY’S HORSE RACE 

HEDGING SYSTEM 

We’re Making Over £60,000 in 2024 
Using My Lazy Low Risk Lay & Cousin 
Pete's Back Bet Systems  

 

 

Happy New Year.... 

  
Well, it's that time of year when we all start making those New Years resolutions.  Most people will 
say a bit more extra cash in my pocket will do just fine. 
  
Let me bring your thoughts back around to my ultra low risk horse racing Lay and Back bets giving 
you the warts and all results for 2023 and show you what we will be doing in 2024. 
 
January 2023 +18% Bank Growth 

  
February +20% Target Made 

  
March +20% Target Made 

  
April +4% Bank Growth 

  
May +20% Target Made 

  
June +20% Target Made 

  
July +20% Target Made 

  
August +20% Target Made 

  
September -13% 1st losing month of 2023  

  
October -12% losing month 

  
November -7% losing month 

  
December +14% Bank Growth  

 

https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=JhN3C&m=hG09aE5.lVhWZ4c&b=IYnkifxOEv_L3RIwZoTocQ


We had 9 winning months with full target achieved on 6 of those months and 3 of those 
months showing relatively small losing months.... That’s 124% bank growth! 

  
Also, in December we did a trial on a simplified staking system where you just place 5% of 
your 20 point bank on each selection and here are the results below.... which were fantastic 
delivering 16% bank growth: 

 

 
 

This cannot be put down to a fluke, luck or any other nonsense the naysayers 
might say, as these results speak for themselves. 
 
  

There is No Other Racing/Sports Advisory Service in the UK 
that has delivered what we have in 2023 

 
 
What other investment vehicle could have grown your bank by well over 100% in 2023! 
  
Bank X  
Building Society X 
ISA X 
Unit Trust X 

 
My Horse Racing Systems Low Risk Lay & Back....BIG YES   

  
We don't promise you instant riches overnight but if you stick with us through thick and 
thin the returns will come.  
  
Slow and steady wins the race....COMPOUNDING IS KEY. 
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Here are some simple examples of what you can achieve with returns of 20% on various bank 
sizes, which assumes you compound after every trade and does not include the New Cousin 
Pete Back Bets 

  
£500 Betting Bank in 12 months compounding at 20% a month - bank size after month 12 
£5,446.00  

  
£1000 Betting Bank in 12 months compounding at 20% a month - bank size after month 
12 £10,892.00 
  
£5000 Betting Bank in 12 months compounding at 20% a month - bank size after month 
£54,462.00 

  
As you can see the above these figures are life changing for some people but you have to 
have a plan and stick to it.  
  
The figures just above are best case scenario some months you may not make those numbers 
so it may take a couple of extra months to hit the target but it WILL happen.  
  
We have an edge over the market and it has been consistent going back through past results 
for nearly a decade now. 

 

 
Try it out for a month at 50% off Click Here Now  
  
 
Think about that for a minute if you follow these selections to the letter a £500 bank in 2 years 
time could be worth over £54,000.00, which is how financial traders make their fortunes by 
exploiting small edges in the market not getting greedy and they just keep doing it over and 
over again. 
  

 
Don't Miss Out 50% Off Your 1st Month 

Click Here Now  

  

 

 

https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=JhN3C&m=hIQrYGLnSlhWZ4c&b=rixmxW1ZFevZheeYRuGbbw
https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=JhN3C&m=hIQrYGLnSlhWZ4c&b=rixmxW1ZFevZheeYRuGbbw
https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=JhN3C&m=hIQrYGLnSlhWZ4c&b=OdO4PvF6QqEGOycuur6vqw


 
 

 
  
 

Black Friday Offer extended into 2024 exclusively for newletter readers 
this is making members profits, and it is very worthwhile for you to join.... Just 5 
places available…. PLUS THE RESULTS HAVE BEEN EXCELLENT 

  

The feedback from members is excellent and everyone is making some extra money 
especially after a very expensive Christmas!! 
  

I have made some changes to both these services using some new AI technology to 
add more added benefit to my selection process, which is making a bigger difference 
to the results. 
  

Now some people may have tried these services in the past or these could be 

completely new to you but rest assured that both these services are really quite 

different now and the results will speak for themselves. 

  

Both these Greyhound and Tennis selection services are "Place & 
Leave" so you will get the selections mostly in the mornings and you just place & 
leave them checking the results later. 
  

What is significantly different now is that the risk is lower and the profits higher, 
although we will obviously still get losers we have a process to recover the loss 
quicker bringing us back into profit every month. 
  
  

 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Again – No betting skills needed or membership 
website to log into – just follow the betting 

selections provided 

 
  

You don’t require any expertise whatsoever….as you just follow bet instructions 
when provided. 
  

There’s no need to understand ‘form’ or work out mathematical probabilities or 
statistics, as selections provided will have been researched already including the 
input from my stats man. 
  

It can take you less than five minutes a day to do this and could change your 
financial income 

  

Our "Set and Forget" systems are going from strength to strength. 
  

Ok, so what is this Extended Black Friday 
Offer? Remember You Are Getting Both Tennis 

& Greyhound Selections for Just £59 per 
Month....Saving You £29 Every Month 

  

 
However, You Get as Well 20% Off The 1st 

Month....How Great Is That!!   

 
 
  

Tennis & Greyhound Combo 

Black Friday Offer 

-20% 1st Month = £47.20 

  

Monthly £59 recurring subscription until cancelled 

CLICK HERE COMBO BF OFFER  

  
  

 

 

https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=JhN3C&m=gC_KM1HdhVhWZ4c&b=9VNCAPOl9d2.Bz.zj0qExA


Football News/Gossip  

 

Planning a trip to Germany for UEFA EURO 2024? get organised 
early… 

Here’s the list of the UEFA EURO 2024 fixtures by Venue. Germany will play 
Scotland in the opening game of EURO 2024 in Munich. The ten host cities 
are: 

Berlin (Olympiastadion Berlin) 

15/06: Spain vs Croatia (18:00) 
21/06: Play-off winner A vs Austria (18:00) 
25/06: Netherlands vs Austria (18:00) 
29/06: Round of 16 – 2A vs 2B (18:00) 
06/07: Quarter-final (21:00) 
14/07: Final (21:00 

 

Cologne (Cologne Stadium) 

15/06: Hungary vs Switzerland (15:00) 
19/06: Scotland vs Switzerland (21:00) 
22/06: Belgium vs Romania (21:00) 
25/06: England vs Slovenia (21:00) 
30/06: Round of 16 – 1B vs 3A/D/E/F (21:00) 

 

Dortmund (BVB Stadion Dortmund) 

15/06: Italy vs Albania (21:00) 
18/06: Türkiye vs Play-off winner C (18:00) 
22/06: Türkiye vs Portugal (18:00) 
25/06: France vs Play-off winner A (18:00) 
29/06: Round of 16 – 1A vs 2C (21:00) 
10/07: Semi-final (21:00) 

 

Düsseldorf (Düsseldorf Arena) 

17/06: Austria vs France (21:00) 
21/06: Slovakia vs Play-off winner B (15:00) 
24/06: Albania vs Spain (21:00) 
01/07: Round of 16 – 2D vs 2E (18:00) 
06/07: Quarter-final (18:00)  

 

Frankfurt (Frankfurt Arena) 

17/06: Belgium vs Slovakia (18:00) 
20/06: Denmark vs England (18:00) 
23/06: Switzerland vs Germany (21:00) 
26/06: Slovakia vs Romania (18:00) 

01/07: Round of 16 – 1F vs 3A/B/C (21:00) 
 

Gelsenkirchen (Arena AufSchalke) 

16/06: Serbia vs England (21:00) 
20/06: Spain vs Italy (21:00) 
26/06: Play-off winner C vs Portugal (21:00) 
30/06: Round of 16 – 1C vs 3D/E/F (18:00) 

 

Hamburg (Volksparkstadion Hamburg) 

16/06: Play-off winner A vs Netherlands (15:00) 
19/06: Croatia vs Albania (15:00) 
22/06: Play-off winner C vs Czechia (15:00) 
26/06: Czechia vs Türkiye (21:00) 
05/07: Quarter-final (21:00) 
 

Leipzig (Leipzig Stadium) 

18/06: Portugal vs Czechia (21:00) 
21/06: Netherlands vs France (21:00) 
24/06: Croatia vs Italy (21:00) 
02/07: Round of 16 – 1D vs 2F (21:00) 

 

 

 

 



Munich (Munich Football Arena) 

14/06: Germany vs Scotland (21:00) 
17/06: Romania vs Play-off winner B (15:00) 
20/06: Slovenia vs Serbia (15:00) 
25/06: Denmark vs Serbia (21:00) 
02/07: Round of 16 – 1E vs 3A/B/C/D (18:00) 
09/07: Semi-final (21:00) 

 

Stuttgart (Stuttgart Arena) 

16/06: Slovenia vs Denmark (18:00) 
19/06: Germany vs Hungary (18:00) 
23/06: Scotland vs Hungary (21:00) 
26/06: Play-off winner B vs Belgium (18:00) 
05/07: Quarter-final (18:00) 
 

Other news/gossip… 

 

Bayern Munich are in talks with Tottenham and England defender Eric Dier, 29, as one of several 
centre-back options. 
 
Manchester United will pay the majority of Jadon Sancho's wages if the 23-year-old England 
winger returns to Borussia Dortmund on loan.  
 
Arsenal have expressed an interest in signing AC Milan and England centre-back Fikayo Tomori, 
26.  
 
Juventus have pulled out of the race to sign 28-year-old Manchester City and England midfielder 
Kalvin Phillips, who is also wanted by Newcastle United. 
 
West Ham are open to selling 27-year-old Morocco defender Nayef Aguerd this month, if manager 
David Moyes can secure a replacement before the transfer window closes. 
 
Crystal Palace and former France Under-21 winger Michael Olise, 22, is being closely monitored 
by Liverpool, Chelsea and Manchester City.  
 
Spanish side Villarreal have renewed their interest in 22-year-old Manchester United winger 
Facundo Pellistri, with Red Devils boss Erik ten Hag willing to let the Uruguay international leave.  
 
Tottenham will face competition from Napoli to sign Genoa's Romanian defender Radu Dragusin, 
21. Spurs will make English defender Djed Spence, 23, available for transfer after Leeds United 
cut short his loan spell. 
 
Brighton have activated a $10m (£7.9m) release clause for Boca Juniors and Argentina Under-20 
defender Valentin Barco, 19, who has also been linked with Manchester City, Liverpool, Chelsea 
and Real Madrid. 
 
Aston Villa and Brighton are interested in Leeds United's 22-year-old Dutch winger Crysencio 
Summerville. 
 
Roma boss Jose Mourinho has denied having contact with the Brazil Football Confederation with a 
view to taking the national team job in July 2024. 
 

 



New Year Jokes to try and make you laugh!!  

 

Every year on New Year's Eve, when everyone's counting down the final 10 seconds to ring 

in the new year, I get up off the couch and stand up. I stand up and raise my left leg and just 

leave it raised for a little while until the countdown finishes and midnight strikes so that I 

always start the new year off on the right foot (groan) 

 

My wife still hasn't told me what my New Year's resolutions are. 

 

My brother's New Year's resolution is to move out of my parents' house. You'd think after 49 

years, he'd try another one!! 

 

My New Year's resolution is going well, I’ve given up chocolate! Not thinking about it, it’s 

not even in my vocadbury. 

 

If 2023 was a person, I'd sue him for pain and suffering and lost wages! 

 

What did the woman say when she was offered a raisin on New Year’s Eve? "No thanks, I 

already have a date." 

 

A woman took an afternoon nap on New Year's Eve. When she woke up, she told her 

husband, "I just dreamed that you gave me a diamond ring for a New Year's present. What 

do you think it all means?" He replied, "Aha, you'll know tonight!" At midnight, her husband 

handed her a small gift-wrapped present. Excited, she opened it quickly, but was even more 

surprised: In it was a book titled The Meaning of Dreams. 

 

 

 



The Life of a Trader   

  

This is going to be a very interesting year, as I will be launching my “Brand New” to market 

system that was created based on member’s feedback. 

 

It's Been 2 Years in The Making  
Delivered Fantastic Results 

Covers 9 Different Sports  
The Best Thing About It Is We Do 

Virtually Everything for You 
 

My trading profits ended at £139,000 for the year, which was slightly less than I thought I would 

achieve, although that is because I took a long 2 months holiday this year, so this meant that I 

did not trade as much as I normally would do. 

 

What I will be doing this year is trying to do a bit more however I know that most members know 

it is difficult sometimes, as you need to make time for family otherwise you get moaned at 

especially from my Uncle Arthur who is 96 years old this year. 

 

Christmas day was quite a challenge, as I cooked 2 turkey crowns along with roast potatoes and 

parsnips, which I then transported along with all the veg plus everything else that goes with 

Christmas dinner by car in containers down to Uncle Arthur’s to reheat or heat up in the 

microwave all a very well-planned organisation. 

 

However, what I did not plan for was the fact that Uncle Arthur’s microwave would be so old and 

confusing, which really did screw things up, as I had to much food to heat up and cook, so it all 

turned out to be a bit of a disaster especially when my uncle is on the receiving end. 

 

Firstly, he said when did you cook this turkey, as it tastes like cardboard, which was quickly 

followed by my goodness these peas are like bullets and then he started to moan about pretty 

much everything that I had done. 

 

Now I have been on the receiving end of some rough meals over the years, although I would 

always say that it was nice even if it did taste like crap, but not my uncle Arthur he just went on 

and on about how this was his worst Christmas ever and complaining about all aspects of the 

dinner plus was I trying to end his life with this food.  

 

I did realise it was pretty poor and I am sure some relatives would say well if you don’t like it you 

can do your bloody own next year, but I could never do that and the good news was that Boxing 

day I did a salad meal with fresh meats and new potatoes, which did go down very well with my 

uncle so all ended fine….at least he liked his presents plus lessons learned for next year.        

Looking forward to updating you on our GROWING success next month…  

Kind regards Tony  
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